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Abstract 
We consider the problem of learning deterministic even linear languages from positive exam- 
ples. We show that, for any nonnegative integer k, the class of LR(k) even linear languages 
is not learnable from positive examples while there is a subclass called US(k), which is a 
natural subclass of U(A) in the strong sense, learnable from positive examples. Our learning 
algorithm identifies this subclass in the limit with almost linear time in updating conjectures. 
As a corollary, in terms of even linear grammars, we have a learning algorithm for k-reversible 
languages that is more efficient than the one proposed by Angluin. 
1. Introduction 
An even linear language is a language generated by an even linear grammar that 
has productions only of the form A + UBV or A + w such that u and v have the same 
length, where A and B are nonterminals and U, v and w are strings over terminal 
symbols. Amar and Putzolu [l] have proposed even linear grammars and have shown 
that the class of even linear languages properly contains the class of regular languages. 
Interesting even linear languages are sets of palindromic strings; a string w is called 
palindromic if and only if w = ala2 . a,ba,...azal, where each ai (l<idn) is a 
terminal symbol and b is a terminal symbol or the null string. Characterizing palin- 
dromic strings by grammars is interesting from biological point of view. Many palin- 
dromic strings are observed in DNA and RNA sequences [8]. They have a possibility 
of forming special kinds of secondary structures such as crucifomx in double-stranded 
DNA and hairpins in single-stranded RNA. Characterizing palindromic strings by gram- 
mars offers a systematic way to analyze these structures of DNA and RNA sequences. 
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Therefore, an inductive learning method for the grammars offers a way to guess regu- 
larity behind those sequences. 
Takada [lo] has shown that the learning problem for even linear languages can 
be solved by reducing it to the one for regular languages. Therefore, we can have a 
learning algorithm for even linear languages using any learning algorithm for regular 
languages. However, Gold [5] has shown that the class of regular languages is not 
learnable from positive examples and this may cause a problem in applying Takada’s 
approach to the analysis of DNA and RNA sequences; for those sequences, many 
positive examples are accumulated while few negative examples are available. This 
motivates our interest in subclasses learnable from positive examples. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of learning deterministic even linear lan- 
guages from positive examples. By a “deterministic” even linear language we mean a 
language generated by an LR(k) even linear grammar. We show that, for any nonneg- 
ative integer k, the class of LR(k) even linear languages is not learnable from positive 
examples while there is a natural subclass learnable from positive examples, which we 
will call LRS(k) even linear languages. An LRS(k) even linear language is a language 
generated by an even linear grammar that has the LR(k) property in the strong sense. 
Intuitively speaking, an even linear grammar is LR(k) in the strong sense, abbreviated 
LRS(k), if in any sentential form in any derivation, the production to be applied can be 
determined by looking at strings of length k before and after the substring of the sen- 
tential form that corresponds to the right-hand side of the production. Following [lo], 
it is shown that LRS(k) even linear languages are generated by a fixed even linear 
grammar with k-reversible control sets. Then, with Angluin’s result [3], we have the 
desired result on the problem of learning LRS(k) even linear languages from positive 
examples. Moreover, since we need only a proper subclass of k-reversible languages, 
we have a learning algorithm for the subclass that updates conjectures in almost linear 
time. Using this algorithm, we also have a learning algorithm for LRS(k) even linear 
languages that updates conjectures in almost linear time. 
One of the interesting corollaries of our results is that, in terms of LRS(k) even 
linear grammars, we have a learning algorithm for k-reversible languages that is more 
efficient than Angluin’s algorithm [3]. This follows from our present results together 
with results given in [12]. Namely, Takada has created a hierarchy of language classes 
in which the learning problem for each class is reduced to the one for k-reversible 
languages. The hierarchy has language classes incomparable with the class of context- 
free languages but not beyond the class of context-sensitive languages. Our results also 
mean that all classes in the hierarchy are learnable from positive examples with almost 
linear time in updating conjectures. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let C denote an alphabet and let Z* denote the set of all strings over C including 
the null string ;1. We denote by ]uI the length of a string u. 
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We denote a finite automaton by a quintuple M = (Q, C, 6, I, F), where Q is a finite 
nonempty set of states, C is a finite nonempty set of input symbols, 6 is a transition 
function from Q x C to the power set of Q, I and F are subsets of Q. Elements of I 
and F are called initial states and final states, respectively. A language accepted by a 
finite automaton is called regular. A finite automaton M is deterministic if and only 
if there is at most one initial state and for any state q E Q and for any symbol a E C 
there is at most one element in 6(q, a). If q E 6(q’, a), then q is called an a-successor 
of q’. Let k be a fixed nonnegative integer. A string u is said to be a k-follower of the 
state q if and only if IuI = k and 6(q,u) # 0. M is deterministic with lookahead k if 
and only if for any pair of distinct states q1 and q2, if ql,q2 E I or ql,q2 E &(qj,a) for 
some q3 E Q and for some symbol a E C, then there is no string that is a k-follower 
of both q1 and q2. The reverse of 6, denoted 8, is defined by 
6’(q, a) = {q’ 1 q E 6(q’, a)} for all a E C and q E Q. 
A string u is said to be a k-leader of the state q if and only if IuI = k and #(q, ur) # 0, 
where u’ is the reverse of the string u. The reverse of M is M’ = (Q, C, 8, F,I ). 
A finite automaton M is said to be k-reversible if and only if M is deterministic and 
M’ is deterministic with lookahead k. A k-reversible language is the language accepted 
by a k-reversible finite automaton. 
For any language L and for any string UJ E C*, the left-quotient of L and w is a set 
TL(%V) = (2: / WV E L}. 
Proposition 1 (Angluin [3]). Let L be a regular language. Then L is k-reversible [f 
and only if whenever ulvw and uzvw are in L and Iv] = k, TL(UIV) = TL(u~v). 
An even linear grammar, abbreviated ELG, is a quadruple G = (N, C, P, S). N is a 
finite nonempty set of nonterminals. P is a finite nonempty set of productions; each 
production in P is of the form 
~,:A-+uBv or n,:A+w 9 
where A,BEN, u,v,w~C*, and ]uI=]vI. z,, and 7~~ are labels of productions; we 
assume that each production is labeled by a unique label symbol and therefore uniquely 
referable with its label. S is a special nonterminal called the start symbol. We assume 
NnZ=0 and denote NUC by V. 
Let G = (N, C, P,S) be an ELG. We write x $+ y to mean that y is derived from 
x using the production rc. Let xo,xr,. . . ,x, be strings over V. If 
x0 ~XI,X1 =$5X2. . ..) X,-l $+xn, 
then we denote x0 5 x,, where CI = 7~1~2 . . rc,, which is called a derivation from x0 
to x, with the associate word CI in G. The language generated by G is the set 
L(G)={wIS+w and WEC*] 
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and the Szilard language of G is the set 
Sz(G)={ccIS%w and weC*}. 
An even linear language is the language generated by an ELG. 
Any even linear language can be generated by an ELG G = (N, C, P,S) that has 
productions only of the form 
n,,:A+bBc or ret :A+a, 
where A, B EN, a E C U {A} and b,c E C [ 11. We can also assume that any even linear 
language is generated by a reduced ELG, that is, each symbol of G appears in some 
terminal derivation. Throughout this paper, we assume that ELGs are reduced and in 
this normal form if not otherwise stated. 
Definition 2. Let G = (N, C, P, S) be an ELG. A subset C of P* is said to be a control 
set on G and 
L(G,C)={~EC* IS =$ w and LXEC} 
is called the language generated by G with the control set C. 
We note that a control set is a language over the labels of productions. 
Definition 3. A universal ELG over an alphabet C is an ELG U = ({S}, C, Y,S) such 
that !P consists of the following productions: 
Lemma 4. For any alphabet C, a universal ELG U has the following properties: 
(i) L(U) = C*, 
(ii) U is unique up to renaming of the start symbol, 
(iii) if the cardinality of C is n then the number of productions of U is n2 + n + 1, 
(iv) U is unambiguous, that is, for any w E C*, S =$ w and S =$ w imply CI = b. 
Let G = (N, Z;, P, S) be an ELG and Go = ({S}, C, Y, S) be a universal ELG. We 
define a universal homomorphism h from P* to Y* as 
h(x) = 
*t where $t:S+a is in Y if rc:A+a, 
&I where &,,:S+bSc is in Y if rc;A-+bBc, 
where A,BEN, aECU and b,cEC. 
Proposition 5 (Takada [lo]). For any language L, L is an even linear language if 
and only tf L is generated by a universal ELG U with a unique regular control set 
c & Sz( U). 
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The reader may consult [l l] for the proof of this proposition. In what follows we 
shall often use the construction given in this reference. Note that the proofs given 
in [ 10, 1 l] slightly differ from each others but the basic idea is the same; Proposition 5 
can be proved by showing a construction of a finite automaton that accepts h(Sz(G)) 
for any reduced ELG G in the normal form and a construction of an ELG G from a 
universal ELG U and a finite automaton over the productions. We note that a finite 
automaton that accepts C has only one final state. 
The following example may help to understand Proposition 5. 
Example 6. Let 
Since L is generated by the ELG Go = (N, C, P,S), where 
N = {SAB), .x= {a,b,c,d}, 
P={Tc~ :S-+aAb, nz:AAaAb, rcj:A--+d, 
n~:S+aBc,ns:B~aBb,lc~:B-+aBc,n~:B~d}, 
L is an even linear language. Consider the corresponding universal ELG U = ({S}, C, 
Y,S) and the following universal homomorphism h: 
h(ni ) = h(~) = h(q) = I,//~ : S -+ aSb, 
h(7cnq) = h(7Qj) = & :S+aSc, 
h(n3) = h(n7) = Gd:S+dd. 
Define the finite automaton MC = (N U {q,}, Y, 6, {S}, {qf}) in the following way: 
- E E 6(D, tjn) if & = h(En) and rc, : D + eEf, 
- qfE&D,ICI,) if &=h(n,) and zt:D-+e, 
where q,- $ N and e, f E C. The automaton MC related to the present example is illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. It is easy to show that L is generated by U with the regular control 
set accepted by MC. 
In general, this construction generates nondeterministic automata. If necessary, we 
can have deterministic automata that accept the same languages with so called “subset 
construction”. 
3. A grammatical characterization of deterministic even linear languages 
In this section, we shall reveal a relation between deterministic even linear languages 
and k-reversible control sets. Deterministic even linear languages are defined by LR(R) 
ELGs. 
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Fig. 1. The automaton MC accepting the regular control set 
For any string w and for any nonnegative integer i, we define 
W if IwI <i, 
pref (w, i) = 
the prefix of w of length i if IwI b i. 
Definition 7. Let G = (N, C, P, S) be an ELG. G is said to be L&R) if and only if, 
for each u,v,v’EC*, xf V*, A,A’EN, n,n’~P and CX,C?EP*, if 
(i) S =$+ uAv =$+ uxu, 
(ii) S =$+ uA’v’ $+ uxv’, and 
(iii) pref (v,k) =pref(v’,k), 
then rc=rc’. 
This definition for ELGs is induced from the general definition for context-free 
grammars. We note that every universal ELG is LR(0). 
An even linear language L is LR(k) if and only if there exists an LR(k) ELG 
generating L. 
We first show that the LR(k) property introduces 
languages. 
Proposition 8. There exists an even linear language 
Proof. Consider the language 
L = {ad”fe”b 1 n 2 0) U {a(dd)mf(ee)mc I m 2 0}, 
a proper subclass of even linear 
that is not LR(k) for any k. 
where (dd)’ denotes the string d. . d of the length 2i. This language is an even linear 
language. In fact, L is generated by an ELG G1 = (N, Z, P, S), where 
N = {SAB, C}, C = {a, b, c, d, e, f}, 
P={nl:SiaAb,712:S--,aBc,x3:A--,dAe,714:B--,dCe, 
715:C-‘dBe,ns:A-,f,n7:B--tf}. 
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Let k be a nonnegative integer and let G’ be an LR(k) ELG generating L. By 
the “pumping lemma” for context-free languages, G’ must have a nonterminal A such 
that A 3 dAe and A =$ f. This implies that G’ has productions rc, : A +dAe and 
7~~ : A + f. For any integer i, G’ must have derivations 
s & &2iAe2’b %+, ad2’ fe2ib 
G’ G’ 
and 
s i.) ad2iBe2ic j .d2ife2ic, 4 
G’ G’ 
If we choose 2i 2 k, the LR(k) property of G’ implies that A = B. Hence, G’ gen- 
erates the string ad2’+‘fe2i+‘c, which is not in L. 0 
Proposition 9. Let L be an even linear language. If L is generated by a universal 
ELG with a k-reversible control set, then L is an LR(k) even linear language. 
Proof. We assume that L is generated by a universal ELG U with a k-reversible 
control set C C Sz( U). Let A4 be a k-reversible automaton accepting C. Using the 
technique of [lo], we can obtain from M and U an ELG G such that L = L(G). 
We note that G is reduced and in the required normal form. Let h be a universal 
homomorphism from the productions of G to the productions of U. Let 
and 
S 3 uA’v’ + uxv’ 
be derivations in G, where u, v, v’ E C*, x E V*, x, n’ are labels of productions of G and 
a, a’, r, r’ are strings over the labels of productions of G. We note that h(n) = h(n’). 
We also have Iul = Iv] = Iv’j, which implies jral = Iz’sI’~ = ]vI. 
We show rc=rc’ in each case of (1) Ivl>k and (2) Iv1 <k. 
In the case (l), since C is k-reversible, if h(a)= h(a’) and Ih( = Ih( = k then 
we have 6(q,~, h(m)) = 6(qo, h(z’cc’)), where qo is the initial state of M. By the con- 
struction of G, this implies A =A’ and therefore rt = n’. 
In the case (2), we have only to consider the case v = v’. Since A4 is deterministic 
and h(zm) = h(z’cc’x’), we obtain A = A’ and therefore rr = rc’. Hence, G is an LR(k) 
grammar. q 
The converse of Proposition 9 does not hold. 
Example 10. Let G2 = (N, C, P, S) be an ELG, where 
N = {S,A,B,C), C = {a, b,c, d, e, f, g), 
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Fig. 2. A nonreversible automaton for the universal homomorphic image of the control set of an LR(k) ELG. 
P = (711 :S+aAb, nz:S--+cBd, q:A+eAf, xd:BAeCf, 
?cs:C+eBf, %j:A--+g, 7q:B-+g}. 
It is easy to see that G2 is LR(k), for all k 20, because symbols a and c are unique 
to productions ret and 712, respectively. However, h(Sz( Gz)) is not reversible. Let 
U = ({S}, Z, Y,S) be a universal ELG, where 
Y22(1+91:S-)aSb, &:SscSd, 1C/3:S+eSf, $d:S-+g}. 
The finite automaton illustrated in Fig. 2 accepts h(Sz(G2)), but h(Sz(G2)) is not k- 
reversible for any k [3]. 
We can prove the converse of Proposition 9 with the following additional condition 
on the LR(k) property. For a string w and a nonnegative integer i, we define 
sz@(w,i) = w 
if IwI<i, 
the s&ix of w of length i if [WI 3 i. 
Definition 11. Let G = (N,C,P,S) be an ELG. G is said to be LR(k) in the strong 
sense, abbreviated LRS(k), if and only if G is in the normal form and, for each 
u, u’, v, v’ E C*, n E V*, A,A’ EN, TC, TC’ E P and CI, a’ E P*, if 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
then 
s=kAv+xv, 
: 
S =$ u’A’v’ + u’xv’, 
pref (v, k) =pref (u’, k), and 
su$f(u, k) = sufs(u’, k), 
X=77’. 
We note that if G is LRS(k) then G is LR(k) but the converse is not true in 
general. 
Lemma 12. Zf an ELG G is LRS(k) then h(Sz(G)) is k-reversible. 
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Proof. As in Example 6, we can construct a nondeterministic finite automaton M’ that 
accepts h(Sz(G)). Applying “subset construction” to M’, we can construct a deter- 
ministic finite automaton A4 that accepts h(Sz(G)) and further, we obtain an ELG G’ 
from M. Then by the result of [lo], we have L(G) = L(G’). Moreover, since each 
nonterminal in G’ represents a subset of nonterminals of G, it is easy to verify that 
G’ is also LRS(k). We also note that h(Sz(G)) = h(Sz(G’)). The construction of G’ 
ensures that c( = r’ for any two derivations S 5 UAV and S 3 uA’v in G’. 
Let 
S $+ uxAyv =+ uxzyv 
and 
S $i u’xA’yv’ 5 u’xzyv’ 
be derivations in G’, where u, u’, v, u’,x, y E C*, z E V*, IT, n’ are labels of productions 
of G’ and a, a’,z, z’ are strings over the labels of productions of G’. Since G’ is in 
the required normal form, we have h(a) = h(a’) and h(rc) = h(rc’). Assume now that 
Ial == k. Since G’ is LRS(k), the above fact concerning derivations in G’ implies that 
the derivations given above are unique for uxzyv and u’xzyv’, respectively. We have 
n: = 71’ and therefore Th(sz(p))(h(za)) = Thcs,c~~,,(h(z’a’)). It then follows by Propo- 
sition 1 that h(Sz( G’)) is k-reversible. Since h(Sz( G)) = h(Sz(G’)), h(Sz( G)) is k- 
reversible. 0 
Lemma 13. Let G be an ELG. Zf h(Sz(G)) is k-reversible then there exists an 
LRS(k) ELG G’ such that L(G)=L(G’). 
Proof. Let M be a k-reversible automaton accepting h(Sz(G)). As in the proof of 
Lemma 12, we can obtain an ELG G’ such that L(G) = L(G’). We note that h(Sz(G)) 
= h(Sz(G’)) and therefore h(Sz(G’)) is k-reversible. 
Let 
and 
S $k u’A’v’ $s u’xv’ 
be derivations in G’, where u, u’, v, v’ E C* , x E V*, TC, TC’ are labels of productions of G’ 
and a, a’, z, z’ are strings over the labels of productions of G’. We have h(n) = h(d), 
IuI = Iv1 and Iu’] = Iv/I. W e must show X=X’ in each case of (1) IuI>k and (2) IuI<k. 
First, we consider the case (1). Since h(Sz(G’)) is k-reversible and G’ is an ELG, if 
h(a) = h(a’) and [h(a)1 = Ih(a k then we have G(qo,h(za)) = G(qo,h(t’a’)), where 
qo is the initial state of M. By the construction of G’, this implies A = A’ and therefore 
?L=rc’. 
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the class of even linear languages 
the class of LR(k) even linear languages 
the class of LRS(k) even linear languages 
Fig. 3. The relation among subclasses of even linear languages 
In the case (2), u = U’ and v = u’. Since A4 is deterministic and h(zclz) = h(z’a’z’), 
we obtain z= n’. Hence, G is an U&S’(R) grammar. 0 
Lemmas 12 and 13 mean that for any US(R) ELG G, L(G) = L( U, h(Sz(G))), 
where U is a universal ELG. Hence, together with Proposition 5, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 14. Let L be an even linear language. L is generated by a universal ELG 
with a unique k-reversible control set if and only if L is generated by an LRS(k) 
even linear language. 
It is well known that for any k 2 1 an LR(k) context-free language is generated by 
an LR( 1) context-free grammar. However, as the following proposition says, there is 
a hierarchy in the class of LRS(k) even linear languages. 
Proposition 15. For any nonnegative integer k, let _Yk denote the class of all lan- 
guages generated by LRS(k) ELGs. Then _CZ’k is properly contained in _%‘k+l. 
Proof. Let k be a nonnegative integer. By [3] and Theorem 14, dck C .%+I. Con- 
sider the language L = {a”ba” (n 2 k + 1). L is generated by a universal ELG U that 
has productions $1 : S + aSa and $2 : S 4 b with a control set C = {$r& 1 n > k + 1). 
Angluin [3] has shown that C is (k + I)-reversible but not k-reversible. It follows 
from Theorem 14 that L is generated by an LRS(k + 1) ELG but not by an LRS(k) 
ELG. 0 
Fig.3 shows the relation among subclasses of even linear languages we have consid- 
ered. ELGs G1 and G2 are defined in the proof of Proposition 8 and in Example 10, 
respectively. 
Next we consider the relationship between LRS( 1) ELGs and so called almost 
terminal-fixed ELGs introduced in [9]. An ELG G is said to be almost terminal-jixed 
if A + aBb and C --+ aDb in G always imply B = D. 
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Proposition 16. Almost terminal-jixed ELGs are LRS( 1) ELGs. 
Proof. Suppose an almost terminal-fixed ELG has derivations of the form mentioned 
in the definition of LRS(k) ELGs (items l-3 of the definition with k = 1). 
Derivations a and CI’ end up with application of productions of the form C + cAb 
and C’+ cA’b, where b =pref(o, 1) =pref (v’, 1) and c = sufl(u, 1) = sufs(u’, 1). By the 
definition of almost terminal-fixed grammars, we can conclude that A =A’. Hence, 
productions rc and n’ have common left hand sides. Next we consider terminating 
productions A + a and A’4 a. If pref(u, 1) = pref( u’, 1) = 2 then S = A = A’. Otherwise, 
there must be productions C + bAc and C’ + bA’c, where b =pref(u, 1) ==pref( c’, 1) 
and c = sufs(u, 1) = sufs(u’, 1). By the definition of almost terminal-fixed grammars, we 
can conclude that A=A’. According to the assumption (i.e., the derivations considered 
have the form given in Definition 11) they have common right hand sides. Thus, 
productions rc and n’ must coincide. 0 
Hence, almost terminal-fixed ELGs are LR(l) ELGs. 
4. Learning deterministic even linear languages from positive examples 
Consider now the class of languages obtained as universal homomorphic images 
from the Szilard languages of LRS(k) ELGs. We have seen that this class, hereafter 
called the class of LRS k-reversible languages, is a proper subclass of all k-reversible 
languages. Each k-reversible automaton accepting an LRS k-reversible language can 
be reduced to a k-reversible automaton having just one final state without chang- 
ing the language accepted. We call such an automaton a canonical LRS k-reversible 
automaton. 
Let E be a nonempty finite set of strings over C. We define the prefix tree automaton 
for E, W(E) =(Q,.Z,&I,F), as follows: 
Q={u[u is a prefix of WEE}, 
I = {A}, 
F = E, 
6( u, a) = ua if u,uaEQ. 
If E is a set of positive examples for an LRS k-reversible language, the out degree of 
each final state of the prefix tree automaton for E is zero because LRS k-reversible 
languages are prefix-free. 
Now, we describe the algorithm k-LRSRI to infer LRS k-reversible automata from 
positive examples. 
k-LRSRI is almost the same as ZR in [3] except for looking ahead with strings of 
length at most k. In the sequel, we generally use the same terminology as [3]. For 
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any input E, let Ma = PT(E) = (Qo, Z, 60, {R},Fo) be the prefix tree automaton for E. 
A block is a set of states where any two states are considered to be identical. All 
singletons of states of Mc are called trivial blocks of MO. k-LRSRI begins with the 
trivial blocks of MO and repeatedly merges any two distinct blocks B1 and Bz such 
that one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) for some a EC and some block B3, B1 and B2 are both u-successors of B3, 
(ii) B1 and B2 have a common k-leader and there exist a block B1 and a EC such 
that 83 is an a-successor of both BI and B2, 
(iii) B1 and B2 have a common k/-leader (0 bk’ <k) and B1 and B2 both contain 
accepting states of MO. 
When there no longer remains any such pair of blocks, k-LRSRI terminates. 
Let ZGk denote the set of all strings of length less than or equal to k. table is a 
function from Qa x CGk to (0, I}, where 0 and 1 are logical truth values. This func- 
tion can be represented as a table whose columns are named by the states of Qo and 
whose rows are named by the strings of CGk. V and A denote the logical disjunction 
and conjunction, respectively. Subprocedures FIND and UNION are from [13]; they 
operate on subsets of Qa. The final output Mf = (Qf,C,&, {i,},Ff) is defined in the 
following way: Qf is the set of all blocks left after all merging by UNION oper- 
ations and Ff is the block which has a final state of MO. For each blocks B1 and 
B2 and each symbol a E C, B2 E hf(Bl,u) if and only if q2 E &(q,,u) for q1 E B1 and 
q2 EB2. 
[Algorithm k-LRSRI] 
Input: A set E of positive examples; 
Output: A canonical LRS k-reversible automaton; 
begin 
MO = WE) = <Qo, C, 60, {i},Fo). 
foreach (q,w) in (Qo,ZGk) 
if (1~1 <k and q = &(A, w)) or (Iw] = k and q = &(A, VW) for some v E C*) then 
tubZe(q, w) = 1 else tubZe(q, w) = 0; 
foreach (q, a) in (Qo, Z) 
succ({q), a) = 60(4, a>; pred({q}, a) = &&,a); 
choose some q’ E Fo; 
LIST = [(q’, qCp-o\{qq; 
while LIST # 0 do 
begin 
remove some element (ql,q2) from LIST; 
B1 = FIND(q,); B2 = FIND(q2); 
if B1 # B2 then 
begin 
B3 = UNION(B,, B2); 
foreach w in CGk 
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table(B3, w) = table(B1, w) V table(B2, w); I* updating table mnction *I 
foreach a in Z 
begin 
if succ(Bl,a) # 0 then 
if succ(B~,a) # 0 then 
place (succ(B1, a), succ(B~, a)) on LIST; 
succ(B3,a) = succ(Bl,a) 
else 
succ(B3, a) = succ(B2, a ); 
if pred(Bl,a) # 0 then 
if pred(&,a) # 0 and Vwstz.“k (table(B,, w) A table(B,, w)) = 1 then 
place (pred(B,, a),pred(Bz, a)) on LIST; 
pred(B3,a)=pred(B1,a) 
else 
pred(B3, a) =pred(Bz, a); 
end 
end 
end 
output Mj 
end. 
Lemma 17. The output My of the algorithm k-LRSRI is always a canonical LRS 
k-reversible automaton. 
Proof. If the pair (ql,q2) is ever placed on LIST, then q1 and q2 are merged, that is, 
q1 and q2 are in the same block. Owing to our construction of the algorithm, we can 
easily see that merging two states breaks either a nondeterminism or a nondeterminism 
with lookahead k. 
For FIND and UNION operations, every subset of Qo is represented as a tree 
structure. We have only to check the table information of two states associated with 
the roots. Therefore, for each UNION operation, the only table function values to be 
updated are those related to the new root. This guarantees that the table information is 
always supplied correctly. 
The initialization guarantees that all final states of MO are finally in the same block, 
so My has only one final state. Since k-LRSRI will continue to merge blocks as long 
as the conditions for k-reversibility are violated, it is clear that Mf is a k-reversible 
automaton. Hence, My is a canonical LRS k-reversible automaton. 0 
With the above lemma, the following can be proved in a way analogous to [3] 
Lemma 18. Let Mf be the output by k-LRSRI with an input E. Then L(Mf) is the 
smallest LRS k-reversible language containing E. 
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Our criterion for successful learning is “identification in the limit” [5]. The following 
means that the class of all LRS k-reversible languages is learnable in the limit from 
positive examples. 
Lemma 19. Let L be an LRS k-reversible language and let ~1, ~2, ~3,. . . be a positive 
presentation of L. On this input, the sequence of outputs of k-LRSRI converges to a 
canonical LRS k-reversible automaton accepting L. 
The time complexity of k-LRSRI is similar to that of ZR in [3]. Let cc denote a 
functional inverse of Ackermann’s function defined in [ 131. We note that this function 
is very slowly growing. 
Lemma 20. Let E be the set of input strings and let n be one more than the sum of 
the lengths of the strings in E. The algorithm k-LRSRI runs in time O(na(n)). 
Proof. The prefix tree automaton MO is constructed in time O(n) and it contains at 
most n states. The initial table function is constructed in time O(n) since 1~20 x CGkl is 
O(n). The partition of QO is queried and updated using FIND and UNION operations 
described and analyzed by Tatjan [ 131. Processing each pair of states from LIST 
entails two FIND operations to determine the subsets containing two states. If the 
subsets are distinct, which can occur at most n - 1 times, they are merged with a 
UNION operation in time 0( 1). Each merging process causes at most 21C] new pairs 
to be placed on LIST. At most (41,Y + 2)(n - 1) FIND operations and n - 1 UNION 
operations are required, which run in total time O(na(n)). Each logical operation runs 
in O(1). Therefore, we conclude that the running time is O(na(n)). 0 
To construct a learning algorithm for the class of LRS(k) even linear languages, 
we have only to prepare a front-end processing algorithm and add it to k-LRSRI. The 
front-end processing algorithm has the following two tasks: 
- converting a string to an associate word by parsing in a universal ELG, and 
- constructing an LRS(k) ELG from a universal ELG and an LRS k-reversible 
automaton. 
The configuration of a learning algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. The front-end pro- 
cessing algorithm reduces the problem of identifying an LRS(k) even linear language 
to the problem of identifying an LRS k-reversible automaton. We note that, since any 
universal ELG U is LR(O), the time complexity of parsing a string in U is O(m), 
where m is the length of the string. The time complexity of constructing an LRS(k) 
ELG from a universal ELG and an LRS k-reversible automaton is bounded by the 
size of the automaton, which is bounded by the size of the input strings. Therefore, 
it is possible to construct an LRS(k) ELG in time O(n), where n is the size of the 
input strings. These observations immediately give us the time complexity of a learning 
algorithm for LRS(k) even linear languages. Hence, by Theorem 14 and Lemmas 19 
and 20, we have the following theorem. 
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string I <L-QLRSIS linear grammar 
associate word 
k-reversible automaton 
Learning algorithm k-LRSRI for 
1 LRS k-reversible automata 1 
Fig. 4. The configuration of a learning algorithm for LRS(k) even linear languages. 
Theorem 21. The class of all LRS(k) even linear languages is learnable in the limit 
from positive examples. Updating conjectures takes time O(na(n)), where n is one 
more than the sum of the lengths of the input strings. 
k-LRSRI is conservative. Intuitively, “conservative” means that the algorithm 
changes its conjecture only when it conflicts with the inputs read in so far [2]. This fact 
also follows from the results in [7]. In [3], a characteristic sample for a k-reversible 
language is defined as follows: a positive sample E is a characteristic sample for a 
k-reversible language L if and only if L is the smallest k-reversible language contain- 
ing E. Angluin has shown that a characteristic sample is effectively computable for any 
k-reversible language. Hence, this sample can be a finite “telltale” set that satisfies the 
conditions for conservative learnability described in [7]. These imply that the class of 
all LRS(k) even linear languages is conservatively learnable. 
Takada [12] has shown the existence of a hierarchy of language classes, in which the 
learning problem for each class is reduced to the problem for k-reversible languages. 
Let k be a fixed nonnegative integer. We denote the class of k-reversible languages by 
.gk and the class of context-sensitive languages by WY. 
Definition 22. Let U be the collection of all universal ELGs. Define 9: for any 
integer i >O inductively as follows: 
9; = Wk, 
~~={L(U,C)IUEU~~~CE~~~,} foranyintegerial. 
Proposition 23 (Takada [12]). 991k = syo” s 9’: s 9’; s . . s %“Y. 
Now, we apply our results to this hierarchy. The configuration of a learning algorithm 
for each class Yik is analogous to Fig. 4. In this case, the front-end processing algo- 
rithm parses input strings iteratively in universal ELGs and outputs LRS k-reversible 
automata with universal ELGs. 
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Proposition 24. For any fixed integers i 2 1 and k 20, the class Yik is learnable in 
the limit from positive examples. Updating conjectures takes time O(na(n)), where n 
is one more than the sum of the lengths of the input strings. 
As a corollary of this proposition, we obtain a learning algorithm for k-reversible 
languages which is more effective than Angluin’s algorithm in terms of LRS(k) ELGs. 
Corollary 25. In terms of LRS(k) ELGs, the class of k-reversible languages is learn- 
able in the limit from positive examples with O(na(n)) updating time, where n is one 
more than the sum of the lengths of the input strings. 
Finally, we show the following negative result on the learnability of LR(k) even 
linear languages. 
Theorem 26. For any jixed integer k 2 0, the class of all LR(k) even linear languages 
is not learnable in the limit from positive examples. 
Proof. Consider the following grammar Gs = (N, C, P, S), where 
N = {%A), 1 = {a,b), 
It is easy to see that Gs is LR(0) ELG and therefore LR(k) ELG, for all ka0. Let 
T = {tl, t2,. . . , tm} be any nonempty finite subset of L(G3). For each ti E T, let G, = 
(Nt, , C, Pt,, S) be an ELG in the required normal form such that L( G, ) = { ti}, where we 
assume that Nt, ‘s are mutually disjoint. Then we define Gr = (U,,, N,, Z, lJtZET P,, S). 
Since every ti has the length different from the others, it is easy to see that Gr is 
LR(0) ELG and therefore T is an LR(0) even linear language. This implies that T 
is an LR(k) even linear language. Thus no finite “telltale” set exists for L(Gs). This 
completes the proof by the results in [2]. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have shown that the class of LRS(k) even linear languages is 
learnable in the limit from positive examples. The proposed learning algorithm updates 
conjectures in almost linear time of the size of input strings. In terms of LRS(k) even 
linear grammars, we have a learning algorithm for k-reversible languages that is more 
efficient than the one proposed by Angluin [3]. 
The time complexity of the algorithm k-LRSRI is dominated by the set union prob- 
lem. There exist some special cases where the set union problem can be solved in 
linear time [4]. Using these results, there would be a possibility to obtain an algorithm 
that runs in linear time. 
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The hierarchy of language classes and the learning algorithms of their languages 
are interesting from biological point of view. Each class sylk contains the language 
{~?a; a$ 1 n >O}, where i is a nonnegative integer and each aj is a terminal sym- 
bol. These languages describe more context dependencies than context-free languages. 
Therefore, with our method, we can analyze more complicated context dependencies of 
palindromic sequences of DNA and RNA. One of our future work is analyzing these 
sequences by our algorithm. 
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